Let X, X 1 , X 2 , . . . be a standardized Gaussian sequence. The universal results in almost sure central limit theorems for the maxima M n and partial sums and maxima (S n /σ n , M n ) are established, respectively, where S n = n i=1 X i , σ 2 n = Var S n , and M n = max 1≤i≤n X i .
Introduction
A standardized Gaussian sequence {X n ; n ≥ } is a sequence of standard normal random variables, and for any choice of n, i  , . . . , i n , the joint distribution of X i  , . . . , X i n is an n-dimensional normal distribution. Throughout this paper we assume {X n ; n ≥ } is a standardized Gaussian sequence with covariance r i,j := Cov(X i , X j ). For each n ≥ , let S n = n i= X i , σ  n = Var S n , M n = max ≤i≤n X i . The symbols S n /σ n and M n denote partial sums and maxima, respectively. Let (·) and φ(·) denote the standard normal distribution function and its density function, respectively, and I denote an indicator function. A n ∼ B n denotes lim n→∞ A n /B n = , and A n B n means that there exists a constant c >  such that A n ≤ cB n for sufficiently large n. The symbol c stands for a generic positive constant which may differ from one place to another. The normalizing constants a n and b n are defined by
Chen and Lin [] obtained the following almost sure limit theorem for the maximum of a standardized nonstationary Gaussian sequence.
Theorem A Let {X n ; n ≥ } be a standardized nonstationary Gaussian sequence such that |r ij | ≤ ρ |i-j| for i = j where ρ n <  for all n ≥  and ρ n  ln n(ln ln n) +ε . Let the numerical sequence
Zhao et al.
[] obtained the following almost sure limit theorem for maximum and partial sums of standardized nonstationary Gaussian sequence.
Theorem B Let {X n ; n ≥ } be a standardized nonstationary Gaussian sequence. Suppose that there exists a numerical sequence
By the terminology of summation procedures (see e.g. Chandrasekharan and Minakshisundaram [], p.) one shows that the larger the weight sequence in ASCLT is, the stronger the relation becomes. Based on this view, one should also expect to get stronger results if one uses larger weights. Moreover, it would be of considerable interest to determine the optimal weights.
The purpose of this paper is to give substantial improvements for weight sequences and to weaken greatly conditions () and () in Theorem B obtained by Zhao et al. [] . We will study and establish the ASCLT for maximum M n and maximum and partial sums of the standardized Gaussian sequences, and we will show that the ASCLT holds under a fairly general growth condition on
Main results
Set
Our theorems are formulated in a more general setting.
Theorem . Let {X n ; n ≥ } be a standardized Gaussian sequence. Let the numerical sequence
and
where a n and b n are defined by ().
Theorem . Let {X n ; n ≥ } be a standardized Gaussian sequence. Let the numerical sequence
Taking u ki = u k for  ≤ i ≤ k in Theorems . and ., we can immediately obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary . Let {X n ; n ≥ } be a standardized Gaussian sequence. Let the numerical sequence {u n ; n ≥ } be such that n( -(u n )) → τ for some  ≤ τ < ∞. Suppose that condition () is satisfied. Then () and
hold.
Corollary . Let {X n ; n ≥ } be a standardized Gaussian sequence. Let the numerical sequence {u n ; n ≥ } be such that n( -(u n )) → τ for some  ≤ τ < ∞. Suppose that sup i =j |r ij | = δ < , there exists a constant  < c < / such that conditions () and () are satisfied. Then () and 
Remark . Obviously, the condition () is significantly weaker than the condition (), and in particular taking α = , i.e., the weight d k = e/k, we have D n ∼ e ln n and ln D n ∼ ln ln n, in this case, the condition () is significantly weaker than the condition (), and the conclusions () and () become () and (), respectively. Therefore, our Theorem . not only gives substantial improvements for the weight but also has greatly weakened restrictions on the covariance r ij in Theorem B obtained by Zhao et al. [] . 
Proofs
The proof of our results follows a well-known scheme of the proof of an a.s. 
for some constant K , depending only on δ.
Lemma . Suppose that the conditions of Theorem . hold, then there exists a constant
where ε is defined by ().
Lemma . Suppose that the conditions of Theorem . hold, then there exists a constant γ >  such that
The following weak convergence results are the extended versions of Theorem .. of Leadbetter et al. [] to the nonstationary normal random variables.
Lemma . Suppose that the conditions of Theorem . hold, then
Suppose that the conditions of Theorem . hold, then
y). ()
Lemma . Let {ξ n ; n ≥ } be a sequence of uniformly bounded random variables. If
where d n and D n are defined by ().
Proof Similarly to the proof of Lemma . in Wu [], we can prove Lemma ..
Proof of Theorem
, and hence by the Toeplitz lemma,
Therefore, in order to prove (), it suffices to prove that
=  a.s., which will be done by showing that
Since |ξ k | ≤  and exp( ln
is a slowly varying function at infinity, from Seneta [], it follows that
From this, combined with the fact that
as x → ∞ for β <  and l(x) is a slowly varying function at infinity (see Proposition .. in Bingham et al. []), we get
for  < ε  < ( -α)/α. Now, we estimate T  . For α > , by ()
For α = , noting the fact that D n ∼ ln n, similarly we get
Equations ()-(), ()-() together establish (), which concludes the proof of (). Next, take u ni = u n = x/a n + b n . Then we see that Leadbetter et al. [] ) and hence () immediately follows from () with u ni = x/a n + b n .
This completes the proof of Theorem ..
Proof of Theorem
Therefore, in order to prove (), it suffices to prove that
which will be done by showing that
Hence,
By the proof of (),
Now, we estimate T  . For α > , by ()
Now we prove (). By (), applying the normal comparison lemma, Lemma ., for  ≤ k < l, Noting the fact that ln l and ln D l are slowly varying functions at infinity, () and () imply that there exists  < μ <  such that, for sufficiently large l,
Combining (), (), and the normal comparison lemma, Lemma ., for i = , ,
for  < γ  < /( + μ) -/. By the proof of (), we have H  k/l. This, combined with () and (), implies that () holds for γ = min(, γ  ) > . Now we prove (). Again applying the normal comparison lemma, Lemma ., for  ≤ k < l/ ln l,
That is, () holds. Using the proof of H  and (), () follows from
= e -τ (y).
